One-class classification (OCC) deals with the classification problem in which the training data has data points belonging only to target class. In this paper, we present a one-class classification algorithm, One-Class Classification by Ensembles of Regression models (OCCER), that uses regression methods to address OCC problems. The OCCER coverts an OCC problem into many regression problems in the original feature space so that each feature of the original feature space is used as the target variable in one of the regression problems. Other features are used as the variables on which the dependent variable depends. The errors of regression of a data point by all the regression models are used to compute the outlier score of the data point. An extensive comparison of the OCCER algorithm with state-of-the-art OCC algorithms on several datasets was conducted to show the effectiveness of the proposed approach. We also demonstrate that the OCCER algorithm can work well with the latent feature space created by autoencoders for image datasets. The implementation of OCCER is available at https://github.com/srikanthBezawada/OCCER.
INTRODUCTION
The one-class classification (OCC) problem is a special class of classification problems in which only the data points of one class (the target set) are available [1] . The task in oneclass classification is to make a model of a target set of data points and to predict if a testing data point is similar to the target set. Point which are not similar to the target set are called outlier. OCC algorithms have applications in various domains [2] including anomaly detection, fraud detection, machine fault detection, spam detection, etc. [2] .
The OCC problem is generally considered to be more difficult problem than the two-class classification problem as the training data has only data points belonging to one class [1] - [3] , and traditional classifiers need training data from more than one class to learn decision boundaries. Therefore, standard classifiers cannot be applied directly to OCC problems. Various algorithms have been proposed to address OCC problems [1] - [3] .
There are two main approaches to handle OCC problems [2] , [3] . In the first approach, artificial data points for the non-target class (outlier) are generated and combined with the target data points and then a binary classifier is trained on this new data. In the second approach, target data points are used to create the OCC models [4] .
Gaussian models [3] , reconstruction-based methods [1] - [3] , nearest neighbours [1] , [5] , support vector machines [6] , [7] clustering based methods [1] and convex hull [8] are some examples of the second approach.
Ensembles of accurate and diverse models generally perform better than individual members of ensembles [9] . Ensembles of classification models have been developed to improve the performance of one-class classification models [5] , [10] - [12] . Regression analysis is a well-established research area [13] . In a regression problem, the relationship between a dependent variable and other independent variables is investigated. Various regression methods have been developed [13] . To best of our knowledge, regression methods in the original feature space have not been employed to compute the outlier scores that can be used to address OCC problems. One of the reasons for this is that no dependent variable exists in the training data, hence regression models cannot be trained. In this paper, we demonstrate that regression techniques can be used for OCC problems. We present OC-CER, an OCC algorithm; that uses an ensemble of regression models to compute the outlier score. Extensive experiments were conducted to show the performance advantage of the OCCER against other well-established OCC algorithms.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses about related work. The OCCER algorithm is presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents experiments and discussion. Section 5 discusses the conclusion and suggests future developments.
LITERATURE SURVEY
As previously discussed there are two types of OCC algorithms, and OCCER belongs to the second type, which will be discussed in this section.
Generative methods are useful for OCC as the target class may directly be modelled from the available training target data points. Density-based methods, such as Gaussian, kernel density estimators, Parzen windows and mixture models are widely used for OCC problems [3] , [14] ,. Density-based methods estimate the probability density function of the underlying distribution of the training target data points. Then, these methods determine if a new data point comes from the same distribution. The selection of appropriate models and large-scale training data are the problems of this approach.
Nearest neighbour-based (NN-based) approaches are other widely used methods to address OCC problems [1] , [3] , [5] . This approach assumes that an outlier point will be far away from neighbour target points as compared to a target point from other neighbour target points [1] , [5] .
The local outlier factor (LOF) method is a density-based scheme for OCC [15] , in which a LOF is computed for each data point by taking the ratios of the local density of the point and the local densities of its neighbours. An outlier point has a large LOF score.
Tax and Duin [6] propose the support vector domain description method for OCC. The method finds a hypersphere with a minimum volume around the target class data such that it encloses almost all the points in the target class dataset. Scholkopf et al. [7] propose the use of support vector machines for one class classification. A hyperplane is constructed such that it separates all the data points from the origin and the hyperplanes distance from the origin is maximised.
In reconstruction-based methods [1] - [3] , a model like autoencoder is trained on the given target class data. The reconstruction error which depends on a testing data point and the system output is used to define the outlier score. An outlier point is likely to have more reconstruction error.
Clustering-based approaches use a clustering method, like k-means clustering to create clusters [1] . The distance between a data point and its nearest cluster centre is used as the outlier score. The number of clusters and cluster initialization are the problem of k-means type clustering algorithms.
Arashloo and Kittler [16] present a nonlinear one-class classifier formulated as the Rayleigh quotient criterion optimisation that projects the target class points to a single point in a new feature space, the distance between the projection of a testing point to that point is the outlier score of the testing point. Leng et al. [17] use a similar approach,but uses extreme learning machines for the projection.
Ensembles have also been developed for the OCC problems. There are two approaches for creating ensembles. In the first approach, one OCC algorithm is employed and a randomisation process is used to create diverse OCC models. Lazarevic and Kumar [18] propose the creation of multiple datasets by using feature bagging. The LOF algorithm is then used on these multiple datasets, hence multiple OCC models are created. The outputs of these models are combined to get the final output. Khan and Ahmad [5] use random projection to create multiple datasets. A NN-based OCC algorithm is applied to these multiple datasets. Zimek et al. [19] introduce noise to the dataset to create multiple datasets. Experiments with different OCC algorithms show the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Chen et al. [11] use randomly connected autoencoders to create ensembles of autoencoders. These ensembles outperformed other stateof-the art OCC methods. Khan and Taati [20] train different autoencoders using different features to create ensembles of autoencoders. They show that ensembles perform better than single autoencoders. Isolation forests consist of many decision trees [10] . These trees are created by using random partitioning. The authors argue that anomalies are susceptible to isolation and therefore have short path lengths. The method has produced excellent results on various datasets.
OCCER ALGORITHM
In this section, we propose OCCER, an OCC algorithm, that uses an ensemble of regression models to compute the outlier score of a data point. For an m-dimensional dataset, OCCER converts the OCC problem into m regression problems. Each regression problem generates one regression model. Each regression model produces an outlier score to a data point. m outlier scores are combined to produce an outlier score for the data point. Firstly, we will present the motivation of the OCCER algorithm.
D is a training dataset consisting of n data points. Each data point is defined by m features {x 1 , x 2 , .., x i , ..x m }, and all data points belong to the target class. The rules of the target class are defined by using the following expression
Classifiers like decision trees can learn these rules if the dataset has more than one class, however, with one class dataset, this is not possible. OCCER algorithm uses the information that all data points belong to the target class to covert a OCC problem into m regression problems. The rules to represent the class are defined by m features, and these features are related to each other. OCCER uses regression models to learn these relations. One of the m features is taken as the dependent variable, and the other m − 1 features are taken as independent variables, and a regression model is trained on it. The regression function is presented as follows:
Since m features exist, m different regression models can be trained. For a given data point, each regression model predicts one of the feature (which is used as the output feature) value. The predicted values and actual values are used to compute the outlier score (O) of the data point. The average of the absolute difference between the actual values and the predicted value for all the m features is taken as the outlier score of the point.
It is expected that data points which do not belong to the target class have larger outlier scores. The relationships between the features for the outlier data points will be different from the relationships between the features for the data points that belong to the target class (for which regression models are trained). Regression models will be less accurate for an outlier data point. It will lead to larger outlier scores for points that do not belong to the target class. 
We explain the mechanism of the OCCER algorithm using the example dataset presented in Table 1 . The dataset has points belonging to a target class, and has four features: x 1 , x 2 , x 3 andx 4 . Four regression models will be created from the dataset, and each regression model uses one of the features as the dependent variable and all other three features as independent variables. Note that different features may have different ranges, so it is important to bring them on the same scale. Data normalisation is a necessary preprocessing step of OCCER.
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These functions compute the outlier score for a given data point. For example, the outlier score of data point 1 can be computed using Eq. 3,
The OCEM algorithm is presented as Algorithm 1. 
Compute the output by using the function
end for
Outlier score = sum/m. End
EXPERIMENTS
We conducted experiments by using the scikit-learn python package (https://scikit-learn.org/stable/) and PyOD (a Python toolbox for scalable outlier detection) [21] . As OC-CER can work with any regression method, experiments were carried out using the following: Ridge regression, Lasso regression, Elastic net regression [13] and Random Forests regression [22] . In this paper, we named the OCCER with a regression method as OCCER(Regression method). scikit-learn's regression APIs are used for these regression methods. Different standard OCC algorithms, Isolation Forests (IF), One-class SVM (OCSVM), LOF and autoencoders, were used for the comparative study. PyOD was used for these methods. The default parameters for these methods given in PyOD were used in the experiments. 5×2fold cross-validation was used for the experiments. Stratified k-fold was implemented using scikit-learn to ensure that the folds were made by preserving the percentage of the samples for each class. Only the target class points in the training data was used to train the OCC algorithms. Z-normalisation was used to normalise the data. As classification accuracy is not a correct performance matrix due to the highly-imbalanced testing data, we used the average area under the curve (AUC) for the receiver operating characteristics(ROC) curve as it is generally used to measure the performance of the OCC algorithms [10] , [11] .
Standard datasets and domain datasets
Various kinds of datasets were used in the experiments [23]- [28] , Some datasets are created as imbalanced datasets [23] , [24] . Information on these datasets is presented in Table  2 . The domain datasets [25] - [28] belong to two different domains datasets: normal activity-fall activity datasets and software engineering-related datasets. The domain datasets [25] - [28] are naturally imbalanced datasets. Mobilfall data [25] was collected using Samsung Galaxy S3 mobile employing the integrated 3D accelerometer and gyroscope. The data has two classes normal activity and fall activity. We used the data collected from 11 subjects who performed various normal and fall activities. We grouped the German Aerospace Centre (DLR) data [26] into; normal activity and fall activity, and only used the data from the accelerometer and gyroscope. Only data from those subjects who performed both the activities were used. Coventry dataset (COV) [27] also has two classes normal activity and fall activity, and the complete information of these domain datasets is presented in detail in [5] . We also carried out experiments on software engineering realted datasets [28] , the information of which is presented in Table 3 .
The results (average AUC) for datasets presented in Table 2 are provided in Table 4 , which suggest that out of 29 datasets, OCCER algorithms performed best for 18 datasets. and among the OCCER algorithms, the OCCER(RF) algorithm performed best. OCCER(RF) algorithm performed best for 10 datasets. The results (average AUC) for domain datasets (presented in Table 3 ) are provided in Table 5 . The OCCER(RF) algorithm performed best for six datasets, whereas other non-OCC algorithms were best for four datasets, suggesting that OCCER(RF) was the best among the OCCER algorithms.
The Friedman post-hoc test with the Bergmann and Hommels correction [29] , [30] was used to compare the OCCER(RF) algorithm with four standard OCC algorithms for all the datasets presented in Tables 2 and 3 (39 datasets) . In this test, the p-values for each pair of classifier are computed and then corrected by using the Bergmann and Hommel's procedure. Two classifiers are significantly different, if the p value is less than 0.05. The results are presented in Table 6 , which indicate that OCCER(RF) is statistically better than IF, OCSVM, and autoencoders, whereas no statistically significant difference exists between OCCER(RF) and LOF. However, LOF does not exhibit any statistically significant improvement on OCSVM and IF. This analysis reveals that the OCCER(RF) algorithm is the best among these algorithms.
MNIST image datasets
In OCCER algorithms, we will have to train m regression models. For some datasets, such as image datasets the number of features can be very large. We conducted experiments to study the performance of OCCER algorithms in a new feature space. We used the MNIST dataset [31] for this study, which contains images of 28×28 greyscale handwritten digits. Autoencoders with five hidden layers (512, 128, 64, 128, 512) were used to create latent representation of images, these latent features were used as new features. The outputs from the nodes of the middle layer were used as the new features. Hence, 64 features were created for each image. Datasets were created by selecting data points for a digit which act as target class data points and the data points for other digits were used as outlier data points. For example, mnist-0 data contains 2000 randomly selected images of digit 0 (target class), whereas 25 images of each of the other digits (225 images) are outlier data points. Ten datasets, one for each digit as the target class were created. A setup similar to that discussed in the previous section was used in the experiment. We also used the autoencoders, which were utilised to create latent representations as OCC models for the experiments, and we named them Autoencoder(I). The results (average AUC) are presented in Table 7 , which suggest that OCCER algorithms performed best for seven out of ten datasets. Autoencoder(I) performed best for two datasets, whereas LOF performed best for one dataset. This is an interesting result as OCCER algorithms were trained on the latent representation of the images whereas Autoencoder(I) was trained on the image data. This indicates that OCCER algorithms can also be used for the datasets in a new feature space.
Effect of the ensemble size
In the experiments, the size of the ensembles for OCCER is equal to the number of features. In other words, each feature is used as the output in one of the regression models. It is possible that some of the regression models may not be very accurate. Hence, the question arises whether OCCER can perform better with fewer number of accurate regression models. We conducted experiments to investigate this issue and selected the most accurate regression models to compute the outlier scores. The root-mean-square error for the training dataset was used to determine the accuracy Information on the datasets that were taken from [23] , [24] . The datasets presented before the separating line in the Table is taken from [23] whereas the datasets presented after the separating line is taken from [24] . of a regression model. We conducted experiments with the top 25%, 50%, and 75% most accurate models of the total regression models. The results for OCCER(ridge), OCCER(lasso), OC-CER(elastic) and OCCER(RF) are presented in Table 7 , which show that there is no consistent performance advantage for any ensemble size. For example, for OCCER(RF) using all the regression models generated the best results for six out of ten datasets. For example, for OCCER(RF), using all the regression models generated the best results for 6 out of 10 datasets. For two datasets, the top 75% most accurate regression models gave the best results, whereas for the remaining two datasets, the top 50% most accurate regression models gave the best performance. Similar results were observed with other datasets presented in Table 1 . On the basis of our observations, we can suggest that it is better to use all the regression models in computing the outlier scores. However, it will be interesting to investigate the best ensemble size for OCCER. 
CONCLUSION
OCC is a challenging task due to the absence of the outlier class data points in the training dataset. In this paper, we presented OCCER to address OCC problems. OCCER creates m regression models that are used to find outlier scores. As these m regression models are trained only using data belonging to the target class, these models generate more outlier scores for outlier data points. Experiments were conducted to show the effectiveness of the OCCER, and OCCER performed better than or similar to other OCC methods. OCCER can work well with the latent features created by autoencoders, as shown by the MNIST image data. OCCER suggests that regression methods can be used for OCC, and combines the results of m regression models by averaging them. The other combination techniques will be investigated in the future. The combination of OCCER with other ensemble approaches, such as bagging [32] (to create different training datasets), is another future research direction. In this paper, we investigated the performance of OCCER for image datasets by using the latent features created by autoencoders. Random projections and principal component analysis are some of the approaches to create new features. We will study the performance of OCCER in the feature space created by random projections and principal component analysis. (Table 3) for different sizes of ensembles. Bold numbers show the best results. CL-KC* is the short form for class-level-kc1-defectornot whereas CL-KC1* is short form for class-level-kc1-defect-count-ranking. 
